UNITS OF MEASURE:

RSA Software is licensed via a Unit of Measure used to quantify the scope of license rights based on a particular licensing model for such RSA Software. Some Agreements, schedules or quotes refer to the UOM as a “license unit” or such other similar term. Use of the RSA Software beyond the scope of the rights granted requires additional or modified license grants, and additional payment of applicable license and maintenance fees.

The following are the Units of Measure which may be referred to in your Quote, Schedule or Agreement:

• Appliance (APP). An appliance is the Hardware provided to Customer which has been loaded with the RSA Software.

• Central Processing Unit (CPU). RSA Software licensed on a “per CPU” basis means the maximum number of CPUs upon which you may install and use this RSA Software. A CPU is a single central processing unit within a computer system.

• Collector Device (CD). RSA Software licensed on a “collector device” basis means the number of source devices and applications from which events are collected within the Customer environment. The Server is licensed to run a single instance on the enVision Appliance.

• Concurrent (CNC). RSA Software licensed on a “per concurrent User” or “per concurrent client connection” basis means the maximum number of Users or client connections that may concurrently use or access the RSA Software.

• Database (DB). RSA Software licensed on a “per-Database” basis mean the maximum number of Databases with which you may use the RSA Software. A “Database” is a data repository managed by a Server.

• Events per Second (EPS). RSA Software licensed on an “Events per Second” basis is defined as the number of events collected per second within the customer environment.

• Field of Use (FOU). RSA Software licensed on a “Field of Use” basis is licensed with a license restriction on a field of use, number of users, servers, platforms or other restrictions. A “Field of Use” is defined as a license restriction as outlined in a Schedule, Quote or Purchase Order subject to the terms and conditions of the Agreement.

• File System (FS). RSA Software licensed on a “per-file system” basis means each file server to be encrypted. Separate licenses for production and development systems are required.

• Instance (INST). RSA Software licensed on a “per-Instance” basis means the maximum number of individual installations of an RSA Software application, or “Instances,” you may use at the same time in a production environment. For each Instance of the RSA Software license hereunder for production use, Customer will receive the right to use two (2) additional Instances in non-production use (including standby / development / disaster recovery). License fees for additional Instances (both production and non-production) will be quoted on request.

• Number of Connections. RSA Software licensed on a “Number of Connections” basis means the RSA Software is licensed per connection between each computer FIM connects to.

• Registered User (RU) - A registered user is a username and valid credentials that have been created by an individual, which enable the individual to access an account on the applicable Customer domain(s) identified on the RSA Quotation or ordering document.
- **Server (SVR/SRVR).** RSA Software licensed on a “per server” basis means the maximum number of physical servers on which you may install and use the RSA Software.

- **Unique Visitor (UV).** An individual who visits a Customer's domain that has not already visited the Customer's domain in the current month.

- **User (USR).** RSA Software licensed on a “per User” basis (sometimes referred to as a per “seat”) basis means the maximum number of Users that may be authorized to use or access the RSA Software, regardless of whether such Users are actively using or accessing the RSA Software at any given time. Except as otherwise agreed in an applicable Agreement, Schedule or Quote, “User” means your agents, employees, consultants or independent contractors authorized by you to use the RSA Software on your behalf.

*RSA Archer Software Specific USR qualifiers:*

Different categories of Users (USR) will apply for RSA Archer Software licensed on a per User basis (these do not apply where the RSA Archer Software is licensed on a per Instance (INST) basis):

- **Full Access User (USR-FAU).** Means a User with unrestricted access, with authority to create, update and/or delete system entries, to all nine (9) core solutions of the RSA Archer Software including: Policy Management, Risk Management, Compliance Management, Incident Management, Vendor Management, Threat Management, Enterprise Management, Business Continuity and Audit Management. This further includes unlimited User access to On-Demand applications, the Training and Awareness solution, Questionnaires and Exchange Applications.*

- **Assessment User (USR-AU).** Assessment Users are authorized to use the RSA Archer Software for the purpose of conducting up to four (4) assessments each year using the following core solutions of the RSA Archer Software only: (i) Risk Management, (ii) Vendor Management, and/or (iii) Compliance Management Solutions. Assessment Users have authority to create, update and delete system entries (subject to the foregoing limitations on accessible core solutions of the RSA Archer Software and frequency).*

- **Read-Only User (USR-ROU).** Read-Only Users may only access the following core solutions of the RSA Archer Software: (i) Policy Management, (ii) Training & Awareness, and/or (iii) Business Continuity Management Solutions. Read-Only Users are not permitted to create, update and/or delete any system entries.*

*Please refer to the relevant documentation for descriptions of the foregoing core solution components.*